Participation raport on the final workshop in Bordeaux, France in Leonardo da Vinci
project EVive

Bordeaux’s meeting took place in the period 19-21 of may, 2015 and the participants
were from all seven nominalasied institution in the project from Germany, United Kingdom,
Romania, Bulgaria, France and Turkey.
On the date of 19.05.2015, at 14.30 we were presented on the announced place – Cap
Ulysses, Rue Marengo 5, where we met the others collegues from Leonardo project. Here
were made welcomes from the coordinator of the project and his team and also from the hosts.
Some little disscussions were followed with the presentation of the France educational
values system, in some slides, and we supposed to be or not agreed with them on the based of
arguments, and after they presented the point of view of France. The project coordinator
presented the final meeting agenda.
Once the opening workshop was in, it was passed on the disscusion about
vocational training values exposed by a director of an training educational values director. We
continue with one visit at highschool Les Menuts where we were expected by the leading team
of them, the school was visited, its profesional parts, economics and hairdresser, with some
others details about the teachers. Some laboratories and the hairdresser room were presented,
than we had some discussions with teachers and specialists from that school.
Around 17.15 p.m the visit was over, and it took place the informal meeting at Fred
Restaurant, inviting there by the hosts. Here we had informal disscussions about personal
values, shareing national and international values, oppinions about the visits across the project
time.
Second day, starting with 9 a.m, were disscussed the values, missing documents on the
project platform for each country. After a short review it was an brainstormimg about the
following topics:
-

What other values can be addicted?
What are the specific competences?
What are the stategies of teaching-learning promoted?
How they can be integrated, can be teached?
Which are the assesments modalities?
What are the specific values of vocational system?

Each group/country presented their own poit of view about all the topics and after
lunch it was presented an personal material about „lessons learned” in the project. After we
had a guided visit on old town and cathedral St Andre.

Day of 21.05.2015, begin also at 9 a.m with a dates presentation about the
brainstorming sesion of the other day, completed by the educational values system in
vocational schools by the students/learners.
Were stablished concrete tasks about the final documents, Final raport of the final
meeting in Bordeaux, all the documents uploaded on the project site in each country language,
Final Raport to be sended to National Agencies and uploded documents on EST Database.
Were also talkings about the future projects, now that we have an curriculum for european
educational vocational values. I suggested to continue with a project in which the final tool it
will be a book, an illustrated book destinated to childern from gymnasium, based on the
curriculum we made, in order to teach the european vocational values. This idea was very
well received by every participants. At miday the final meeting was closed, evreybody
thanked to the hosts for their ospitality, hoping in a future collaboration.
We consider that the final meeting was very productive, all the pints were touched, all
the questions were answeared. We are sure that one european curriculum of values in the
vocational schools was done perfecttly, that is why we consider that all the objectives and the
aims from the Evive project were touched.
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